
Notes from the RALC Biodiversity meeting 16th December  

1. Planning 

Many councils are including more environmentally friendly planning requirements, the 

following are some ideas that we could include: 

• Require all new builds to include insect bricks and solar panels 

• Ensure that green areas around the houses include a mixture of grass types – ideally 

with separate areas for long and short grass 

• If there are any flat rooves, they should be green rooves  

2. Grass Cutting  

There has been a move towards wildflower verges and parishes are encouraged to reduce 

the number of verge cuts. The Highways verge are normally cut in May and in the autumn. 

This, however, is not good for wildflowers as they are just starting their flowering season in 

May and cutting at this stage has a negative effect on biodiversity. It is possible to just have 

one cut later in the autumn so that wildflowers can have their full season. A few suggested 

publications include:  

• Weald Meadows Network (highweald.org) 

• Plantlife :: Managing Grassland Road Verges   

• Information On Wildlife Verges (eastsussexhighways.com) 

• Sussex Local Nature Partnership (sussexlnp.org.uk) 

Some parishes raised issues with verge maintenance including: 

• Importing soil for verges – it is much better to allow the verges to improve naturally 

• Ditch clearance and putting the cleared soil on the verge – this raises the verge 

nutrient levels too much   

Some suggestions that may be useful for Burwash include: 

• Including a board for all designated wildflower recovery areas – Battle and 

Crowhurst have some good examples of boards 

• It is difficult to know what to do with the arisings (cuttings). Some parishes have 

created composting areas for verge cuts – these can also be used by locals. The 

benefits are that the arisings will create compost 

East Sussex Highways is doing a trial of new grass cutting schedules and Burwash has 

requested to be part of the trial. They are going out for new tenders for grass cutting in 2022 

and they are hoping to change the times of the early grass cuts so that they are more 

wildflower-friendly. East Sussex are also doing a verge survey, the Environment and 

Maintenance Group will submit this in the next week as the deadline is 23rd December.  

3. Biodiversity 

https://highweald.org/look-after/weald-meadows-network.html
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/road-verge-management-guide
https://www.eastsussexhighways.com/our-services/vegetation/wildlife-verges?topic=what-do-we-do-in-east-sussex
http://sussexlnp.org.uk/


Several parishes have performed biodiversity reports, although it is time consuming and 

expensive, it is recommended that Burwash moves forward and does a full biodiversity audit 

of the parish. In addition to external resources, we will need to survey verges across the 

parish. In order for Burwash to be able to do this, we will need to develop a set of safety 

requirements (we may be able to borrow these from other parishes) including safety jackets. 

East Sussex also run qualifications in verge management. James Newmarch from Highways 

will forward this information.  
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